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The advances the National Arts Council (NAC) has made in 
the past year have ushered in a new era of high performance 
and accountability that distinguishes the NAC from its peers. 
For this I owe gratitude to the previous board for the solid 
foundation that the present board has to build on. As I start 
my tenure as chairperson of the NAC, I am mindful of both 
our achievements and the challenges that lie ahead. We have 
much to be proud of, but we still have significant ground to 
cover, to position the NAC at the forefront of our country’s 
arts industry. 

The NAC’s second consecutive clean audit, which it 
received for 2015/16 from the Auditor-General of South Africa, 
is testament to the strides the organisation has made, and 
demonstrates that the measures implemented in the past few 
years are paying dividends. It not only shows the progress 
made by our chief financial officer and his team, but that a cul-
ture of accountability is permeating throughout the organisa-
tion. We have begun the process of entrenching a performance 
culture, where consistently good performers are appropriately 
rewarded, and will continue to do so throughout this reporting 
period and into the future.

The clean audits demonstrate that the NAC is fully ca-
pable of managing the public funds entrusted to it, but they 
also suggest the successful evolution from an organisation 
focused on grant making to one that promotes and supports 
the development of the arts in South Africa. This is an integral 
component of the NAC’s enhanced five-year strategic plan, 
which speaks to the imperative of repositioning the organisa-
tion as an expert arts-development body, and we look forward 
to leveraging our funding to create opportunities for emerging 

artists in South Africa. The goal has always been to make arts 
and culture more available to all South Africans, especially 
those who have been unfairly marginalised, while showcasing 
just how vibrant the local arts scene is.

To this end, in the coming year, we will seek to revise 
our human resources and IT policies to free up our core staff, 
particularly our arts development officers (ADOs), to pursue 
their core function of developing the arts. We are prepared to 
roll up our sleeves and ensure that funding is used to develop 
the sector in the best ways possible, and invest in our most 
valuable commodity – the people of South Africa – but the 
administrative backlog we face often stymies this process. To 
ease the burden on our ADOs and allow them to go out into 
the field and undertake the good work they are so desperate 
to do, the NAC plans to digitise its grant management system 
(GMS), and hire additional administrative staff. 

A major contributor towards the administrative backlog 
is that our GMS is still paper-based. I’ve heard it said in the 
organisation that a single funding application is revisited up to 
as many as 90 times during a funding cycle. Not only does this 
create an onerous administrative burden, but also a poten-
tial fire hazard and an unnecessary use of physical space. In 
addition to freeing our staff to pursue their core functions ef-
fectively and thereby fulfill the NAC’s mandate, digitising our 
GMS will also make the application process easier for potential 
beneficiaries, who will be able to submit their applications and 
supporting documents online. It will save time and money for 
everyone involved.

C H A I R P E R S O N ’ S  M E S S A G E
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As we seek to capacitate the NAC to deliver on its core man-
date and envisaged role as the premier arts-development 
institution in South Africa, we also need to recognise that 
the responsibility of positioning the arts at the forefront of a 
revitalised economy cannot be the NAC’s alone. The Mzansi 
Golden Economy, an employment-creation initiative of the 
Department of Arts and Culture (DAC), recognises the arts as 
South Africa’s “new gold”, with the potential to create thou-
sands of jobs and accelerate economic growth, but its practical 
application remains a challenge. The NAC recognises its role 
to take up the mantle to ensure the realisation of a national 
economy in which the arts are integral, but to do this, we need 
to position our artists as effective micro-enterprises, and 
encourage them to see themselves as cultural entrepreneurs. 
In this endeavour, we call on established arts practitioners to 
lead by example and lend their guidance to emerging practi-
tioners, and help put into practice government’s imperative of 
optimising the economic benefits of the arts.

The council’s strong business performance and the 
attainment of many of its goals provides a strong foundation 
from which to pursue our new trajectory. The reporting period 
ahead will mark a new chapter for the organisation to build on 
its strengths and achievements. As we gain a better under-
standing of the financial opportunities and constraints that 
affect our strategic aspirations, we will gain a firmer grasp on 
our strategy in the years to come to ensure the council evolves 
to cater to the needs of its stakeholders and continues to deliv-
er on its full mandate. 

Our strategy will also look for ways to create greater social 
cohesion in South Africa, in line with outcome 14 of govern-
ment’s 2014-2019 medium term strategic framework. We will 
rethink the value we add to the lives of artists, arts practition-
ers, youth and communities; and anticipate how changes in 
the policy environment might affect them. We will develop 
internal and regional relationships, and foster cooperative 
agreements that benefit the sector. We will work smarter, and 
maintain our visibility locally and internationally through 
interventions in various projects and programmes. 

We look forward to hosting the 19th ASSITEJ World 
Congress and Performing Arts Festival for Children and 
Young People in Cape Town in May 2017, the first ASSITEJ 
world congress to be held in Africa since its inception in 1965. 
We also look forward to putting the cooperation agreement 
between the NAC and the China Federation of Literary and 
Art Circles into practice to promote literary and art exchanges 
between South Africa and China to enhance mutual under-
standing, and deepen working relationships in the form of 
international and cross-cultural performances, exhibitions, 
festivals, competitions, expositions, lectures, publications and 
information exchange.

 
Our goals remain:
• Fulfilling the mandate of the NAC;
• Contributing to transformation in the arts and to social 

cohesion in our country;
• Implementing an effective funding model that supports 

the NAC, allowing it to deliver on its mandate;

• Advocating the benefits of the arts to create partnerships 
and unlock new resources; and

• Creating programmes in support of focused areas of work 
including women, youth and people with disabilities.

Naturally, we cannot do this alone. Our project to position the 
arts as a driver of the country’s economy is ambitious, but it 
is eminently achievable and very necessary. Moving towards 
this goal, we will encourage greater investment in the arts 
from a variety of sources, including strategic partnerships 
with international arts organisations to deliver projects and 
programmes that will leave a lasting legacy. We will invest in 
the financial literacy of our arts practitioners to become the 
DAC’s agency of choice, and, when the new White Paper on 
Arts, Culture and Heritage is drafted, the arts organisation of 
choice in South Africa.

I look forward with great anticipation to the changes and 
challenges to come as the NAC moves towards and begins to 
thrive in its new, reinvigorated role at the forefront of the arts 
in South Africa. 

MR PREYASEN RUNGASAMY 
CHAIRPERSON
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1. Vision 
The NAC’s vision is to establish a vibrant, sustainable arts 
community that enriches lives through the creative expression 
of South Africa’s cultures.
• The NAC aims to be a catalyst for social cohesion and to 

contribute to the evolution of a unique, diverse and inclu-
sive South African identity.

2. Purpose and Mission
The NAC’s purpose is to:
• support, promote and advance the arts in South Africa;
• contribute to a collaborative society through the richness 

and strength of the arts;
• ensure that the arts are recognised as a key ingredient in 

developing social cohesion; 
• enable artists to define their ideas and establish their 

unique identity;
• address past and present inequalities and imbalances 

through the medium of art;
• develop relevant competencies in the new creative 

arena that transcends both traditional and contempo-
rary skills; and

• encourage the contribution of artists to enrich the 
soul of our nation.

The NAC’s Mission is to:
• leverage partnerships and resources; and 
• develop, support, promote and advance the arts.

By develop we mean:
• nurture artistic talent by funding and developing academ-

ic and professional arts  managers, and giving support to 
arts practitioners;

• foster mentorship and coaching as a means of improving 
the quality of artistic expression;

• create opportunities for the transfer of knowledge and 
experience through regional and international exchanges;

• build capacity and expertise in the arts through artistic, 
entrepreneurial, management, research and technical 
development, as well as copyright protection; and

• grow South Africa’s wealth, measured by its great works of 
artistic expression.

By support we mean:
• contribute to the development and utilisation of resources 

that enables artistic expression;
• fund worthwhile artistic endeavours that may other-

wise be overlooked;
• provide the space and financial means for people to ex-

plore and experience the arts;
• collaborate with other stakeholders to create a vibrant 

artistic ecosystem; and
• support the Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) in the 

implementation of the Mzansi Golden Economy (MGE) 
and other strategies, especially those focused on enhanc-
ing social cohesion.

By promote we mean:
• facilitate access to markets and economic sustainabil-

ity for artists;
• showcase the talent of artists at high-profile events;
• communicate the message that “imagination, creativity 

and design are vital ingredients of the arts that contribute 
to economic, social, emotional and spiritual growth”;

• develop future audiences for the arts; and
• advocate for the arts and artists as important contributors 

to South African society.

By advance we mean:
• inform policy-making through research, information 

generation, intelligence and insights;
• provide economic and artistic opportunities for disadvan-

taged and rural communities, women and the youth to 
grow and develop their potential and opportunities to find 
lucrative employment; and

• uphold and promote the rights of all to experience free-
dom in their practice of the arts.

3. Values
The NAC is committed to the following values:
• Accountability
• Results orientation
• Professionalism and integrity
• Making a difference
• Employee fulfilment
• Excellence and synergy
• Transparency and openness

4. Revision to  
legislative mandate
The NAC has identified challenges  with the National Arts 
Council Act, 1997 (Act No. 56 of 1997), as amended by the 
Cultural Laws Amendment Act 2001(Act No. 36 of 2001) 
in relation to the work and mandate of the NAC and has 
communicated these challenges with the Department of Arts 
and Culture (DAC). Further to this, the NAC made input as 
requested by the Cultural Law Review Commission. This pro-
cess was undertaken with the long-term objective of having 
the legislation reviewed by the DAC. This review is required to 
ensure that the NAC Act and its regulations provide a coherent 
and aligned approach to the work of the council. It is clear that 
the current NAC Act does not adequately distinguish between 
the regulatory and executive functions of the NAC. Current 
provisions of the Act create confusion and need to be rea-
ligned. It is also clear that there is a need for greater efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness in the conduct of governance structures 
and in the way grants and awards are made.
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5. Updated  
situational analysis
The NAC is undergoing constant and unrelenting transition, 
evolution and adaptation at strategic and operational levels. 
It is imperative for the NAC to change faster than its environ-
ment in order to stay relevant to the needs and expectations 
of its stakeholders and to deliver on its mandate as a public 
entity. The NAC currently faces a number of exceptional 
circumstances that will impact on its destiny in the period 
covered by this APP.

What are these exceptional circumstances?
• The NAC will need to take heed of the direction of the 

White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage, and 
position itself to play a meaningful role in supporting the 
DAC’s strategic aspirations.

• The NAC continues to implement its Enhanced Five-
Year strategy (2015/16 – 2019/20), which will permit the 
organisation to deliver on its overall mandate, as set out 
in the NAC Act.

• The NAC is presently experiencing budget constraints to 
execute its full mandate and cannot rely solely on funding 
from government to achieve this. It needs to accelerate the 
leveraging of funding and resources, as contemplated in 
Section 16 of the NAC Act.

• In an environment where government funding is finite 
and the needs of the sector are disproportionately large, it 
is critical to ensure that all funding is fully allocated and 
utilised, ensuring that it is allocated so as to maximise its 
potential impact. It also means ensuring that funding is 
effectively disbursed and utilised in compliance with the 
principles and practices of sound governance.

• There is an urgent need to address the systemic factors 
contributing to the past and current financial surpluses 
experienced by the NAC. These surpluses are not created 
through a limited range of funding opportunities or 
non-allocation of grants, but rather through non-disbur-
sal because of shortcomings in beneficiary compliance 
requirements. This will require the strengthening of the 
monitoring and evaluation system that will timeously 
identify such shortcomings and ensure that scarce fund-
ing is not tied up unproductively.

• The NAC has embarked upon an organisational devel-
opment initiative that was supported by the National 
Treasury’s Technical Assistance Unit. The NAC is current-
ly implementing the recommendations from this process.

This APP is aligned to the NAC’s Enhanced Strategy, 
and continues to build on the significant transitions 
the NAC is currently experiencing. These tran-
sitions are from:
• an insular perspective of the NAC as a standalone agency 

to a holistic view of the NAC as an interconnected part of 
the arts and culture ecosystem in South Africa;

• a funding model based around reliance on government 

to a broader funding plan that leverages funding and 
resources in the best interests of the arts;

• the initial paper-based administration environment to a 
recently introduced internal automated process;

• ongoing changes in leadership to planned advancement 
based on competence, career development and succes-
sion planning; and

• inadequate organisational change to planned organisa-
tional development.

This APP also supports the NAC’s evolution from:
• a focus on grant delivery to a broader role in line with its 

overall mandate of promoting and developing the arts 
in South Africa;

• providing purely financial support to its stakeholders, to 
developing and providing value-adding products and ser-
vices targeted at the various stakeholder segments; and

• a distant to a closer relationship with the DAC.

At the same time, this APP will support the NAC in 
adapting to a changing world by:
• focusing on ways to foster social cohesion in South Africa;
• rethinking the value it may add to the lives of artists, 

communities and youth, as well as marginalised and 
vulnerable groups;

• proactively anticipating changes in the policy environment 
and rethinking its potential future role; and

• developing international and regional relationships to 
foster cooperative agreements that benefit South African 
artists and the arts sector.

5.1 PERFORMANCE DELIVERY 

ENVIRONMENT

Promulgated in 1996, the White Paper on Arts, Culture and 
Heritage made sweeping changes to the arts and culture land-
scape. The revised White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage 
is still receiving input and commentary from stakeholders. 
Informing this policy debate and being mindful of the poten-
tial implications of changes in policy are important areas of 
focus for the NAC. The White Paper calls for a consolidation 
of funding agencies in the sector. Should this occur, it is likely 
to have significant implications for the work of the NAC as 
well as for its organisational structure and staff.

The debate around funding continues to be a contentious 
issue and the NAC is not immune from the discussion. The 
historic underfunding of the NAC continues to be a significant 
challenge in enabling it to deliver on its full mandate. The 
depth of artists’ need for support, and the broad scope of ser-
vicing seven disciplines spread across the length and breadth 
of our vast country, all contribute to the dilemma of having to 
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spread the NAC’s funding as broadly as possible, while simul-
taneously delivering well-focused impact at a national level.

The NAC remains focused on its core mission to fund, pro-
mote and develop artists. From 2016/17 to 2019/20, the NAC 
will continue to support a number of flagship projects across 
its different disciplines that will significantly raise the profile 
of arts and culture in South Africa. These projects combine 
innovation, the leveraging of finances, contributions in kind 
and focused execution to deliver value in line with the NAC’s 
overall mandate.

An enhanced funding model has enabled the NAC to 
introduce specific “grant products” for different arts and 
culture ecosystem segments. This, however, is still insuffi-
cient to achieve the overall impact required. The NAC will 
need to encourage broader, more innovative, thinking about 
ways to change “hand-outs” into “hand-ups”. This includes 
ways of assisting communities to develop arts infrastructure, 
assisting artists to access markets and finding innovative ways 
of increasing the potential pool of funding available to the 
arts and artists.

Achieving this will require a new collaborative approach 
to working with partners including donor funders, philan-
thropists, corporations and other agencies. The organisation 
has begun cultivating relationships with beneficiaries where 
they are asked to “pay it forward’’ and contribute to the arts. 
Working with artists to harvest their potential contribution 

“in kind” to the funding/resource pool remains an important 
opportunity. It is vital to break through a dependency mind-
set to bring entrepreneurial thinking to bear on this challenge.

The NAC needs to remain true to its core capability as an 
efficient, trusted, highly reputable administrator and dis-
burser of funding. It is only by maintaining and enhancing 
this reputation that the NAC will be considered a trustworthy 
partner by other organisations locally, regionally, continen-
tally and internationally. The implementation and ongoing 
development of the NAC Grant Management System (GMS) 
will contribute greatly to addressing the need for increased 
efficiency and sound governance.

While this will no doubt contribute to an enhanced reputa-
tion for the NAC, its greatest resource may well be contained 
within the archival information it possesses. Ways to access, 
evaluate and report on this information needs to be estab-
lished. Translating the information into credible intelligence 
that can inform policy-making and effective decision-making 
will be a major benefit to GMS as it continues to be implement-
ed, expanded and developed.

An important challenge that will need to be addressed is 
the very high cost of governance within the NAC. The NAC 
employs 34 permanent and project staff, and remunerates a 
further 40 people through their participation in the NAC’s 
governance structures. This provides a 1:3 ratio of employees 
to participants in governance structures and is comparable to 
a ratio of approximately 1:0.1 in other jurisdictions.

While open and transparent participation by the arts commu-
nity in grant funding is an important tenet for the NAC, there 
is a need to reduce the cost of governance and increase the 
speed and agility of the NAC’s decision-making. The real-term 
decrease in the NAC’s funding over past years has reduced the 
amount of money available for funding. This, coupled with an 
adverse economic climate that has contributed to an ever-in-
creasing deluge of applications for small amounts of funding, 
has made increasing administrative efficiency an important 
strategic issue. Going forward, the NAC will need to ensure 
that its administration of funding is a balance of transparent 
engagement, good governance and cost efficiency.

A number of key themes have impacted the crafting of 
this APP. These include:
• realigning the NAC’s mandate with a fast-changing stra-

tegic context, and the need to foster social cohesion and 
nation building in South Africa;

• ensuring the NAC plays an active leadership role within 
the arts and culture ecosystem; 

• positioning the NAC’s future role in the context of a 
revised White Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage, and 
the potential rationalisation of funding agencies in 
the arts sector;

• innovatively rethinking the nature of funding, grant 
making and projects to increase the support and potential 
resources available through the NAC;

• using the NAC database of relevant information to support 
policy-making and effective stakeholder decision-making;

• building a research capability to ensure that the NAC has 
a repository of high integrity and intelligent information 
that is readily accessible;

• investing in flagship projects to address high-impact 
areas such as the need to facilitate better access for art-
ists to markets;

• developing focused and sustained initiatives around arts 
advocacy and audience development;

• engaging meaningfully with provincial and local struc-
tures to build sustainable capacity for arts and culture, 
including supporting the development of community arts 
centres as “models of excellence” that may be successfully 
replicated elsewhere;

• strategically strengthening relationships in ways that 
serve and benefit the arts community in South Africa; and

• strengthening the grant making and management process, 
especially the monitoring and evaluation of grants, to 
ensure that financial assistance provided is well utilised in 
accordance with the principles of good governance.

Addressing these themes in a systematic, prioritised and 
well-sequenced manner has informed the structuring of this 
APP and will continue to inform future versions.
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5.2 ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

AND SWOT ANALYSIS 

Despite a number of governance and leadership challenges 
over the past years, the NAC has continued to deliver on its 
core mandate: to provide funding to the arts and artists in 
South Africa. This is largely due to the fact that it has capable 
Council members, advisory panellists and a small team of 
highly committed employees.

However, due to the appointment process the Council 
was dissolved on 31 August 2016. The Department of Arts 
and Culture has drafted appointment letters and the NAC is 
awaiting the official appointment of Council. The CEO of the 
NAC was appointed as the Interim Accounting Authority in 
the absence of a Council.

The NAC has been successful over the past year in:
• developing leadership stability and ensuring 

planned transitions;
• raising the profile of the arts in South Africa through cul-

tural engagements;
• increasing access to sustained funding for the arts com-

munity through institutional support funding;
• achieving an improved provincial spread of fund-

ing allocations;
• increasing the bursary funding available to 

emerging artists;
• ensuring that limited resources reach rural areas and dis-

advantaged communities, women, youth and people living 
with disabilities;

• supporting many important arts organisations, both estab-
lished and community-based;

• funding artistic productions;
• building a reputation among practitioners for integrity and 

commitment to the arts;
• creating opportunities for international cul-

tural programmes;
• enhancing relationships with important stakeholders;
• investing in building capabilities in communications; and
• achieving a clean audit status with the Auditor-General 

of South Africa.

Despite these successes, strategic engagements with 
stakeholders have identified the following ongoing 
operational challenges:
• insufficient “grass-roots” impact at provincial and local 

levels, and the need for NAC structures to be able to better 
understand and support initiatives in underserved prov-
inces and in rural and underprivileged areas;

• a lack of “on the ground” data collection regarding 
both artistic needs as well as the availability of po-
tential resources;

• a lack of evidence-based decision-making and busi-
ness intelligence;

• an inadequate human resource (HR) man-
agement capacity.

This APP establishes initiatives to address the fol-
lowing challenges:
• realigning the work of Arts Development Officers (ADOs) 

to incorporate both a focus on a particular discipline at a 
national level as well as a cross-discipline accountability at 
a provincial level;

• developing an approach that will better utilise the exper-
tise of panel members working in cross-functional teams 
with ADOs and provincial and local counterparts to 
address grassroots needs;

• freeing up employees’ time to add increased value 
through disciplined work and streamlined technology 
enabled processes;

• developing a comprehensive and strategically aligned in-
formation and communications technology (ICT) strategy;

• investing in appropriate, long-term ICT architecture that 
enables organisational flexibility, agility and scalability;

• investment in technology that enables employees to work 
efficiently, and remotely access and input information;

• strengthening the monitoring and evaluation of projects;
• developing improved employee competencies in project 

planning, monitoring, evaluation and report writing;
• investing in building capabilities in people management 

and developmental support;
• making recommendations with regard to the revision of 

the NAC Act to bring it in line with a world that has signifi-
cantly changed since its drafting almost 20 years ago; and

• implementing the organisational development initiative 
to build an enabling, productive work environment and to 
strengthen both HR and people management practices.

A number of key strategic decisions have been 
made that will impact the implementation of this 
APP. These include:
• to review the practice of making grants for amounts of less 

than R50 000 for the purpose of decreasing the high costs 
of administering such grants;

• future applications for grant and/or project funding to 
be submitted online through the NAC’s website and 
directly into the NAC’s GMS. This will reduce the current 
administrative burden experienced by the NAC, increase 
operational efficiency and accuracy, and free up the NAC’s 
resources to play a greater value adding role;

• the NAC’s governance structures and grant making pro-
cesses will be reviewed to decrease the costs associated 
with current practices, increase efficiencies and improve 
overall turnaround times; and

• the NAC’s grant and project policy environment, contracts, 
and monitoring and evaluation processes will be strength-
ened to reduce the current “surplus funding” situation, 
which is primarily caused by the approval of grants and 
projects for which funding is not disbursed as a result of 
poor governance practices on the part of beneficiaries.
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5.3 OVERVIEW OF THE DRAFTING OF THE APP

Consultations were held with the NAC’s core team to inform the final draft of the APP. The diagram below outlines the NAC’s 
strategic planning process for the drafting of the 2017/18 APP.

REVIEW OF FIVE-YEAR 
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

*SECOND DRAFT 
REVIEWED BY NAC 
MANAGEMENT AND  

THE DAC  

FINAL DRAFT OF 2017/18 APP PRESENTED  
TO EXCO/COUNCIL, DECEMBER 2016  

SUBMISSION OF 2017/18 APP TO DAC, 
JANUARY 2017

*NAC MANAGEMENT AND 
STAFF INPUTS

REVIEW OF SECOND 
DRAFT BASED ON NAC 

MANAGEMENT AND  
DAC INPUT

APP REVIEW SESSION

5.4 MATERIALITY FRAMEWORK

The concept of materiality is applied when the audit is planned 
and conducted, as well as in evaluating the effect of identified 
misstatements in the financial statements and predetermined 
objectives and non-compliance with legislation.

Financial statements
A matter is material if its omission or misstatement would, 
in all probability, influence the decisions of users of the 

financial statements. In planning the audit the auditor makes 
judgements about the size and nature of misstatements or 
non-compliance that will be considered material, individually 
or in aggregate, based on the information needs of the users. 
These judgements form the basis for determining the nature, 
timing and extent of the assessment of risk and further au-
dit procedures. 

BASE AMOUNT SELECTED FOR MATERIALITY REASONING

Total expenditure Yes

The National Arts Council is a non-profit driven entity and is focused on 
disbursement of funds allocated by national government. The entity is therefore 
focused on service delivery through expenditure. It is therefore appropriate to use 
total expenditure as a basis to evaluate identified misstatements against for all 
financial statement items. 

Gross revenue No
NAC receives a grant from the Department of Arts and Culture which is used to fulfil 
the mandate of the entity; therefore it would not be appropriate to consider gross 
revenue as a base for determining materiality.

Net income/profit No
NAC is not profit driven, therefore it would not be appropriate to consider net 
income/profit as a base for determining materiality.

Total assets No
NAC is not capital intensive, therefore it would not be appropriate to consider total 
assets as a base for determining materiality.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
FIRST DRAFT OF THE 

2017/18 APP
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Initial overall materiality has been set at R 10 624 410  
(1% of total expenditure). 
Initial performance materiality has been set at R 796 831  
(75% of overall materiality).

The assessment of what is material is a matter of the au-
ditor’s professional judgement. An initial overall quantitative 
materiality is calculated on the expenditure. Other matters 
that affect the assessment of materiality:
• The auditor may calculate a different materiality for spe-

cific financial statement items based on the information 
needs of the users.

• Quantitative materiality is revised during the audit, for ex-
ample when quantitative materiality was originally calcu-
lated on the previous year’s figures or on budgeted figures 
and the actual financial information becomes available.

• The auditor also considers qualitative materiality, i.e. the 
nature and cause of uncorrected misstatements, as well as 
the particular circumstances of their occurrence. The cir-
cumstances relating to some misstatements or instances 
of non-compliance may cause the auditor to evaluate them 
as material even if they are below quantitative materiality, 
for example if the misstatement or non-compliance relates 
to items involving related parties, fraud or matters that are 
in the public interest. 

Management is required to inspect and correct the population 
wherever misstatements were identified, not only in respect 
of misstatements that are regarded as material. The cause of 
these misstatements should be identified and controls should 
be put in place to prevent similar misstatements in future.

There is also a threshold below which misstatements are 
regarded as trivial and will not be reported to management 
and those charged with governance. 

Audit of predetermined objectives  
Materiality is considered in the context of qualitative factors 
and, when applicable, quantitative factors.  In the case of the 
auditing of predetermined objectives, qualitative factors may 
be more important than, or at least as important as, quan-
titative factors in determining the materiality of identified 
misstatements. 

The consideration of materiality occurs at the level of each 
selected programme that has been scoped into the audit. The 
auditor is concerned with the “cut-off point” where it could 
reasonably be expected that the decisions of the primary users 
of the reported performance information that related to a se-
lected programme would have been influenced / affected had 
they known about the misstatement or been presented with 
the “correct” information. The auditor may use a quantitative 
threshold in this regard (taking cognisance of what is being 
measured and how it is being measured), but will also consider 
the nature, cause and circumstances of identified misstate-
ments and the possible consequences or impact of these as 
represented by relevant qualitative factors.

The qualitative considerations that may indicate 
whether the performance information will influence 
the decisions of users include the following:  
• Requirements of a law or regulation 

• Performance information that relates to the prima-
ry functions or purposes of the institution, i.e. its 

“reason for being”
• Performance information that could be of significant 

national or community interest or of interest to the public, 
including the media

• Performance information determined as part of a sec-
tor determination

• Programmes that relate to outputs of significant 
risk to the public.

Compliance with legislation
A compliance deviation refers to an instance of non-com-
pliance with the criteria for a specific subject matter or to 
a limitation placed on the auditor in auditing compliance 
with the criteria. 

The assessment of what represents a material compliance 
deviation includes considerations of quantitative and quali-
tative aspects of the transactions or legislative requirement 
concerned. A percentage compliance deviation rate is used for 
criteria that are applied in respect of high volumes of transac-
tions or activities and where a margin of error is tolerated.
If a compliance deviation is not quantitatively material, a 
number of factors are taken into account in applying profes-
sional judgment to determine whether the non-compliance is 
qualitatively material. Such factors may include the following:
• Impact of the non-compliance in terms of value on irregu-

lar or unauthorized expenditure incurred
• Circumstances of the non-compliance
• Nature of the non-compliance
• Cause leading to the non-compliance
• Possible effects and consequences of non-compliance
• Visibility and sensitivity of the programme in question
• Needs and expectations of the oversight, the public or 

other users of the auditor’s report

6. Goals oriented towards 
strategic outcomes
The NAC’s vision, mission and strategic goals are in alignment 
with those of the DAC, in particular the DAC’s MGE Strategy 
and the DAC’s National Strategy for Developing an Inclusive 
and a Cohesive South African Society. In turn, the DAC’s goals 
are aligned with the 12 outcomes of government’s programme 
of action  that drives the plans and actions of all govern-
ment departments.

The MGE Strategy emerged from the 2011 National 
Consultative Summit and sets out to reposition the cultural 
industries in South Africa. The MGE Strategy opens up the 
arts, culture and heritage sector to contribute to economic 
growth and job creation. Some of the projects that the DAC 
has initiated and is implementing are: 
• the cultural events initiative, which funds big cultural 

events in different cities and towns of the country, provid-
ing platforms for performing artists to display their arts 
and to earn a living;
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• the sourcing enterprise, which sources goods and 
services for events, shows, conferences and exhibitions, 
providing opportunities for both established and emerging 
young artists to be showcased on these platforms;

• The public art project, which considers proposals from 
artists who can do “impromptu” multimedia arts such as 
street theatre, dance, outdoor murals and sculptures;

• the touring venture project deals with art exhibitions, 
plays and public art performances that may be taken to 
various cities to provide opportunities for audiences else-
where to experience the arts;

• the art bank project is envisaged as a national rental 
agency for contemporary and traditional South African art, 
and functions to procure and curate artworks in all public 
buildings, including government departments, institu-
tions and South African embassies across the world;

• the cultural observatory, which aims to provide the 
industry and government with data that will help devel-
op appropriate strategies for facilitating development 
of the sector and enhance its contribution to the gross 
domestic product.

The enhanced NAC strategy and APP have initiatives that are 
aimed at giving expression to a number of the initiatives set 
out in the MGE Strategy.

The DAC’s National Strategy for Developing an 
Inclusive and a Cohesive South African Society defines:

• Social cohesion as “the degree of social integration 
and inclusion in communities and society at large, and 
the extent to which mutual solidarity finds expression 
among individuals and communities”.

• Nation building as “the process whereby a society of 
people with diverse origins, histories, languages, cul-
tures and religions come together within the boundaries 
of a sovereign state with a unified and constitutional 
and legal dispensation, a national public education 
system, an integrated national economy, shared symbols 
and values, as equals to work towards eradicating the 
divisions and injustices of the past; to foster unity; and 
to promote a countrywide sense of being proudly South 
African, committed to the country and open to the conti-
nent and to the world”.

It also sets out eight dimensions of social cohesion and 
nation building:
• Belonging – “To be a part of and to experience a sense of 

affiliation to the community and to the larger society.”
• Inclusion – “To be included on an equal basis in all social 

activities and rights, and to have equal access to all life 
opportunities.”

• Participation – “Active involvement in community and 
social activities, programmes and events.”

• Recognition – “To recognise, acknowledge and value 
differences without discrimination.”

• Legitimacy – “The integrity and social legitimacy of 
public bodies and leaders representing community mem-
bers and citizens.”

• Shared values – “Basic set of shared values such as de-
mocracy, freedom, equality, justice and mutual respect.”

• Cooperation – “A willingness to cooperate and work on 
community and social projects with diverse citizens.”

• Belief – “In self-help and confidence in the future of 
the community with the conviction that the future 
of the community depends on the action of the com-
munity members.”

The NAC intends to incorporate two significant ele-
ments into its enhanced strategy to ensure that it acts in 
alignment with this strategy:
1. The NAC has and will continue to identify and support 

“flagship projects” that will directly contribute to social 
cohesion and nation building.

2. The eight dimensions of social cohesion and nation 
building will be used in setting criteria for the evaluation 
of grants to ensure maximum potential support for these 
important outcomes.

The DAC is also currently engaging with stakeholders 
regarding the revised White Paper on Arts, Culture 
and Heritage. The revised White Paper sets out a 
way forward to:
• create a better life for all;
• offer an integrated and holistic package of services; and
• transform all levels of the sector and improve  

delivery mechanisms by:
• improving resourcing and resourcing systems; and
• improving institutional infrastructure.

The implications of the revised White Paper on Arts, 
Culture and Heritage for the NAC are:
• the potential allocation of the NAC’s mandate for the 

“promotion and development of the arts” to separate, disci-
pline-specific councils; and

• the potential integration of the NAC’s funding mandate 
into a single “cultural and creative industries fund”.

The NAC is already contributed to the important debate 
around the contents of the White Paper and to its subsequent 
iterative versions. The NAC intends to utilise its strategy and 
APP to position itself for a value-adding role that will ensure 
its long-term survival and contribution to the outcomes envis-
aged by the White Paper.

There are many important differences between the 
NAC, with its uniquely South African context, and its 
international counterparts. These include:
• Arts resources – South Africa is a large country with low 

levels of population density, particularly in the rural areas. 
Infrastructure at the grass-roots level is unevenly distrib-
uted, resulting in world-class arts facilities in large urban 
centres such as Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban, 
and a paucity of infrastructure at the township or rural 
community levels. Where infrastructure such as com-
munity arts centres have been provided by the state, they 
often lack funds for ongoing maintenance and are unable 
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to put forward artistic programmes that draw audiences 
on an ongoing basis.

• Affordability – Large sections of the South African popu-
lation live in poverty or do not have the disposable income 
to pay for exposure to the arts. This limits market creation 
and contributes to an elitist art market in the country. The 
affordability issue impacts significantly on the creation of 
a national culture that supports the arts. If a parent cannot 
afford exposure to the arts, it is likely he or she will not 
encourage their children to gain such an exposure. This 
creates a self-perpetuating cycle of alienation from the 
arts that severely limits the potential for market growth.

• Access to markets – The affordability issue referenced 
above impacts the demand for the arts. Many artists do 
not have a local market that they can readily access, often 
leading to them moving to the large cities in the hope of 
finding paying audiences. Once in these cities, they often 
lack the formal and informal networks to access mar-
kets. This is compounded by low levels of literacy, from 
basic education levels to computer and financial literacy. 

Traditional market intermediaries – such as gallery owners, 
agents and managers – have tended to be drawn from 
privileged communities and are not readily accessible to 
emerging artists.

• Funding – Government’s ability to fund the arts is severe-
ly curtailed by its need to focus on other developmental 
priorities such as education, healthcare and social services. 
Public and private financial support, while generous by 
African standards, is low by global standards.

The enhanced NAC strategy needs to take into account these 
factors and to address some of the most basic systemic issues 
that may simply be taken for granted in other jurisdictions.

It is for this reason the NAC’s strategic goals balance a 
focus on both the supply and demand sides of the arts equa-
tion. It is important to build a virtuous cycle of engagement 
that drives supply and demand. This means providing support 
to strengthen and sustain the practice of the arts while 
stimulating awareness and connection to the arts through 
active advocacy.

BETTER ACCESS TO 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
& QUALITY ARTS 

PROGRAMMES

MORE PEOPLE WILLING 
AND ABLE TO ENGAGE  

IN THE ARTS

DEEPER UNDERSTANDING 
AND APPRECIATION OF 

THE VALUE OF THE ARTS

GREATER SUPPORT FOR 
THE ARTS EVENTS AND 

PROGRAMMES

ARTS
ADVOCACY

C Y C L E  O F  E N G A G E M E N T
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The NAC’s strategic goals

Goal 1: Strengthen the arts through fo-
cused grant funding 
Strengthen the practice of the arts through fo-
cused grant making.

Goal 2: Equity in the arts
Promote equity in the arts through a specific grant making 
focus on disadvantaged and marginalised individuals, groups 
and communities.

Goal 3: Organisational Development
Enhance the NAC’s capacity to support the arts by
strengthening its governance, organisational design, people
and processes

Goal 4: Arts capability
Develop a sustainable capability that enables the arts to enter-
tain, enrich and inspire.

Goal 5: Market access and creative engagement
Increase access to markets and enable creative engagement 
for South African art and artists.

Goal 6: Increased access to the arts through advocacy: 
Increase awareness of the arts through focused advocacy.

6.1 OVERVIEW OF 2017 – 2020 

BUDGET AND MTEF ESTIMATES

The budget and medium-term expenditure frame-
work (MTEF) estimates illustrated below are for the 
2017 – 2020 period.

6.1.1 Expenditure estimates

Goals 1 and 2 focus on content creation and distribution, 
and the supply side of the arts equation.

Goal 3 focuses on the infrastructure and capabilities 
required to sustain art practice on both the supply and demand 
sides of the arts equation.

Goal 4 focuses on facilitating access to markets and 

creating enabling opportunities for the arts. It focuses on 
the demand side of the arts equation.

Goal 5 focuses on increasing awareness of the arts. It focus-
es on the demand side of the arts equation.

Goal 6 is an internal goal that focuses on enabling the NAC 
to build the capabilities it requires to support the art sector.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL 
PERFORMANCE

AUDITED
REVISED  
ESTIMATE 

MEDIUM-TERM ESTIMATE

R thousand 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

Revenue

Tax revenue   –   –   – – – – – – 

Non-tax revenue 3 366 11 519 1 566 6 897 - - - -

Other non-tax revenue 3 366 11 519 1 566 6 897 - - - -
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6.1.3 Relating expenditure trends to strategic outcome oriented goals

The above budget will contribute towards achieving the strategic objectives and desired strategic outcome orientated goals, as 
outlined in the strategic plan, as follows:

1 2 3 4 5

Strengthen the arts 
through focused grant or 
award making

Promote equity in the 
arts through a specific 
grant or award focusing 
on disadvantaged 
and marginalised 
individuals and groups

Develop a sustainable 
capability that enables 
the arts to entertain, 
enrich and inspire

Achieve increased access 
to markets and enable 
creative engagement 
for South African 
arts and artists

Increase awareness of the 
arts through advocacy

6

Enhance the NAC’s capacity to support the arts by strengthening its governance, organisational design, people and processes

The NAC Act stipulates that 75% of the total budget allocated 
should be awarded to the sector in the form of grants, with the 
remaining 25% to be utilised for administration. As outlined in 
the table above, the bulk of the strategic objectives are driven 
through grant funding.

The Minister of Arts and Culture approved a deviation 
from the Act, allowing for 70% of the total budget allocated 
to be awarded to the sector in the form of grants, with the 
remaining 30% to be utilised for administration. The period of 
this deviation is three years (2014/15 – 2016/17).

The NAC has requested the Minister of Arts and Culture 
to approved the budget split to 70% of the total budget allo-
cated to be awarded to the sector in the form of grants, with 
the remaining 30% to be utilised for administration. The 
period of this deviation request is intended for three years 
(2017/18 – 2019/20).This submission is pending the approval 
by the Minister. 

6.1.2 Expenditure estimates at Programme level

AUDITED OUTCOME
REVISED 

ESTIMATE

AVERAGE  
GROWTH  

RATE 

EXPEND- 
ITURE/ 
TOTAL:  

AVERAGE

MEDIUM-TERM  
ESTIMATE

AVERAGE  
GROWTH  

RATE 

EXPEND- 
ITURE/ 
TOTAL:  

AVERAGE

R THOUSAND 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2013/14-2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2016/17-2017/18

Administration 32 410 30 381 31 836 30 355 -2.2% 30.2% 31 872 33 721 35 609 5.5% 30.0%

Business  
development 19 033 16 719 28 358 26 307 11.4% 22.6% 28 667 28 667 31 513 6.2% 26.5%

Public  
engagement 54 172 47 586 42 374 44 520 -6.3% 47.2% 45 702 45 702 51 576 5.0% 43.5%

TOTAL 
EXPENSE

105 615 94 686 102 568 101 182 -1.4% 100% 106 241 106 241 118 698 5.5% 100%
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1 STRENGTHEN THE PRACTICE OF THE ARTS THROUGH FOCUSED GRANT FUNDING

Goal statement Ensure that 95% of available funding is efficiently utilised to strengthen the practice of the arts in South Africa.

Link to DAC strategic 
goals

Strategic goal 1: Job creation
Strategic goal 5: Development, protection, preservation and promotion of arts, culture and heritage
Strategic goal 6: Governance and accountability

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 15, Action 116

NAC projects/
activities

Flagship projects and arts projects 
New Partnership for Africa’s Development  (NEPAD)
Round tables 
International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture Agencies (IFACCA)

Commentary

This goal will ensure that the funds available for grants and projects are utilised in accordance with the NAC’s 
mandate, desired impact and sound governance practices. Developing focused grant “products” by proactively 
targeting specific areas and disciplines within the arts as well as the proactive deployment of flagship projects 
ensures an appropriately focused funding balance.
Strengthening oversight through a risk-based approach to monitoring and evaluation ensures good governance 
and will reduce the “surplus” available funds that are not disbursed.

Programme: Business Development
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STRENGTHEN THE PRACTICE OF THE ARTS THROUGH FOCUSED, EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE GRANT MAKING

Annual targets

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM ESTIMATE

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Assess the 
compliance 
risk of projects 
eligible for 
funding

Not applicable  

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session 

Assess 85% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session 

Assess 90% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session 

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session 

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval,per 
funding 
session 

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session 

85% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session 

90% of 
projects’ 
 risk profile  
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session 

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session 

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profile 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profile 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

Percentage of 
disbursements 
made in 
accordance 
with the agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

Reduce  
unclaimed 
funds through 
effective 
oversight to a 
maximum of 
a percentage 
ofprojects and 
grants budget

44.5% 
disbursements 
not made vs 
project budget 

50% 
disbursements 
not made vs 
project budget 

70% 
disbursements 
to be made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

80% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

80 % 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

90% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects

90% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects

Ensure a 
balanced 
allocation of 
project and grant  
funding across 
all disciplines 
and NAC 
strategic 
imperatives

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session: 
54% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building 

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building 

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

 Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation 
of grants/
projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building
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Annual performance indicators

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Percentage of 
projects and 
grants assessed 
for risk prior to 
final approval

Not applicable

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session 

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Assess 85% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Assess 95% 
of projects’ 
risk profiles 
prior to final 
approval 
per funding 
session

Percentage of 
projects’ risk 
profile assessed 
annually, post 
approval

Not applicable

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session 

80% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

85% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profile 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

95% of 
projects’ 
risk profiles 
assessed 
annually, post 
approval, 
per funding 
session

Percentage 
of project 
disbursement 
made in 
accordance 
with the agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

Not applicable

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria 

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with the 
agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

Reduce surplus 
funds through 
effective 
oversight to a 
maximum of a 
percentage of 
projects budget

Not applicable

44.5% 
disbursements 
not made 
versus project 
budget 

50% 
disbursements 
not made 
versus project 
budget

70% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

80% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

90% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

95% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
non-compliant 
projects 

Percentage 
of grants and 
project funding 
allocation 
across all 
disciplines and 
NAC strategic 
imperatives

Not applicable

Percentage 
of grants and 
project funding 
allocation 
across all 
disciplines and 
NAC strategic 
imperatives

Allocation of 
grants/project 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation of 
grants/project 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation of 
grants/project 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation of 
grants/project 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation of 
grants/project 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 
30% for 
creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building
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Quarterly targets 

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET 

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUN) Q2 (30 SEP) Q3 (31 DEC) Q4 (31 MAR)

Percentage of 
projects and 
grants’ risk 
assessed prior to 
final approval

Quarterly

95% of projects 
and grants 
risk assessed 
upfront prior to 
final approval 
per funding 
session

25% of projects 
assessed in 
the performing 
arts, and 
international 
bursaries

20% of projects 
assessed in 
literature, visual 
arts, crafts and 
indigenous arts

25% of projects 
assessed of local 
bursaries and 
call for proposals 
for the next 
funding sessions

25% of projects 
assessed of local 
bursaries and 
call for proposals 
for the next 
funding sessions

Percentage of 
projects’ risk 
profile assessed 
annually, post 
approval

Quarterly

95% of projects 
risk assessed 
annually, post 
approval per 
funding session

25% of projects 
assessed post 
approval

25% of projects 
assessed post 
approval

25% of projects 
assessed post 
approval

20% of projects 
assessed post 
approval

Percentage of 
disbursements 
made in 
accordance 
with the agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

Quarterly

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

100% of 
disbursements 
to be made in 
accordance 
with agreed 
disbursement 
criteria

Reduce surplus 
funds through 
effective oversight 
to a maximum of 
a percentage of 
projects budget

Quarterly

80% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
projects

35% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
projects

20% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
projects

15% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
projects

10% 
disbursements 
made or 
expiration of 
projects

Percentage 
of grants and 
projects funding 
allocation across 
all disciplines and 
NAC strategic 
imperatives

Quarterly

Allocation of 
grants/projects 
per funding 
session:
50% for arts 
promotion, 30% 
for creation of 
new work, 20% 
for capacity 
building 

Allocation 
of grants/
projects per 
funding session: 
12.5% for arts 
promotion, 7.5% 
for creation of 
new work, 5% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation 
of grants/
projects per 
funding session: 
12.5% for arts 
promotion, 7.5% 
for creation of 
new work, 5% 
for capacity 
building

Allocation of 
grants/projects 
per funding 
session: 
12.5% for arts 
promotion, 7.5% 
for creation of 
new work, 5% 
for capacity 
building 

Allocation of 
grants/projects 
per funding 
session: 
12.5% for art 
promotion, 7.5% 
for creation of 
new work, 5% 
for capacity
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2 EQUITY IN THE ARTS

Goal statement
Promote equity in the arts through a specific grant making focus on disadvantaged and marginalised  
individuals and groups.

Link to DAC  
strategic goals

Strategic goal 1: Job creation
Strategic goal 5: Development, protection, preservation and promotion of arts, culture and heritage
DAC’s focus on redress, transformation, social cohesion and nation building.

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 15, Action 113
Chapter 15, Action 114
Chapter 15, Action 116
Chapter 15, Action 119

NAC projects/
activities

Projects benefiting marginalised and indigenous art forms facilitated and supported by the NAC

Commentary
The NAC will allocate a minimum of 40% of its funding to grants and projects that have indigenous art forms, by 
previously disadvantaged artists, in previously disadvantaged communities, rural areas/neglected provinces, with 
women, people living with disabilities and the youth as their primary beneficiaries.
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EQUITY IN THE ARTS

Annual targets

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Allocate and 
disburse funding 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

Not applicable

16.96% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

7% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

5% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

5% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

Allocate and 
disburse 
funding to 
support projects 
in targeted 
rural areas or 
provinces

Not applicable

41.56% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

40% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
projects in 
targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

Allocate and 
disburse funding 
to support 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

Not applicable

41% allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to women 
women-led 
organisations

12% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

Allocate and 
disburse funding 
to support 
organisations 
working with 
people living 
with disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

Not applicable

5.8% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities, 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

Allocate and 
disburse funding 
to projects that 
benefit the 
youth

Not applicable

50.2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth

10% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth

15% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth

15% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth

18% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth

20% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to projects 
benefiting the 
youth
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Annual performance indicators

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

Not applicable

16.96% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

7% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

5% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

5% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
targeted rural 
areas/provinces

Not applicable

41.56% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

40% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
targeted rural 
areas/
provinces 

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

25% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to targeted 
rural areas/ 
provinces

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
support women 
and women-led 
organisations

Not applicable

41% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

12% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
women and 
women-led 
organisations

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working with 
people living 
with disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

Not applicable

5.8% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

6% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working 
with people 
living with 
disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities 

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

Not applicable 

50.2% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

10% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

15% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

15% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

18% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

20% of 
allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth
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Quarterly targets 

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET 

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUN) Q2 (30 SEP) Q3 (31 DEC) Q4 (31 MAR)

Percentage of 
allocated funding 
disbursed to 
support indigenous 
art forms

Quarterly

5% of allocated 
funding 
disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

5% disbursed 
to support 
indigenous art 
forms

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Compile a 
consolidated 
report on the 
funds allocated

Percentage of 
allocated funding 
disbursed to 
targeted rural 
areas/provinces 

Quarterly
25% disbursed 
to targeted rural 
areas/provinces

25% disbursed 
to targeted rural 
areas/ provinces

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Compile a 
consolidated 
report on the 
funds allocated

Percentage of 
allocated funding 
disbursed to 
support women 
and women-led 
organisations

Quarterly

10% disbursed 
to women and 
women-led 
organisations

10% disbursed 
to women and 
women-led 
organisations

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Compile a 
consolidated 
report on the 
funds allocated

Percentage 
of allocated 
funding disbursed 
to support 
organisations 
working with 
people living with 
disabilities and 
individuals living 
with disabilities 

Quarterly

2% allocated to 
organisations 
working with 
people living 
with disabilities 
and individuals 
living with 
disabilities

2% disbursed to 
organisations 
working with 
people living with 
disabilities and 
individuals living 
with disabilities

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Compile a 
consolidated 
report on the 
funds allocated

Percentage of 
allocated funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the youth 

Quarterly

15% of allocated 
funding 
disbursed to 
projects that 
benefit the 
youth

15% disbursed 
to projects that 
benefit the youth

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Monitor projects’ 
progress

Compile a 
consolidated 
report on the 
funds allocated

STRATEGIC GOAL 3 ARTS CAPABILITY

Goal statement Develop a sustainable capability that enables the arts to entertain, enrich and inspire.

Link to DAC  
strategic goals

Strategic goal 2: Human capital development
Strategic goal 3: Access to information

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 15, Action 119

NAC projects/
activities

Flagship projects, partnerships, arts projects and bursaries 

Commentary
This goal focuses on proactive projects and grant-making that builds human capacity through training and 
education. It will also focus on providing support to community arts centres, and developing an accessible 
database of information for the arts community that will inform decision and policy-making.
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SUSTAINABLE ARTS CAPACITY

Annual targets

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Fund local and 
international 
bursaries in the 
arts 

Not applicable 

25.63% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

Fund 
training and 
development 
programmes in 
the arts 

Not applicable 

13 
programmes 
developed and 
successfully 
implemented 
annually 

7 programmes 
developed and 
successfully 
implemented 
annually 

Fund 7 
training and 
development 
programmes 

Fund 7 
training and 
development 
programmes 

Fund 7 
training and 
development 
programmes 

Fund 7 
training and 
development 
programmes 

Support the 
training of 
community art 
centre managers 
to ensure 
community art 
centres function 
at an acceptable 
level 

Not applicable

9 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

Support the 
training of 7 
community 
art centre 
managers 

Support the 
training of 7 
community 
art centre 
managers 

Support the 
training of 7 
community 
art centre 
managers 

Support the 
training of 7 
community 
art centre 
managers 

Identify and 
fund flagship 
projects

Not applicable 

Deliver 15 
flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
project plan

Deliver 3 
flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
project plan

Identify and 
fund 3 flagship 
projects 

Identify and 
fund 4 flagship 
projects 

Identify and 
fund 4 flagship 
projects 

Identify and 
fund 4 flagship 
projects 

Establish 
a strategic 
partnership for 
the development 
of arts education

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Establish 1 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 2 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 2 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 2 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure
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Annual performance indicators

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Percentage 
of funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved

Not applicable 

25.63% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved

20% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved 

20% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved 

20% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved 

20% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved 

20% of 
funding 
allocated 
to local and 
international 
bursaries 
approved 

Number of 
training and 
development 
programmes 
developed and 
successfully 
implemented 
annually 

Not applicable 

13 
programmes 
developed and 
successfully 
implemented 
annually 

7 programmes 
developed and 
successfully 
implemented 
annually 

Develop and 
successfully 
implement 8 
programmes 

Develop and 
successfully 
implement 9 
programmes 

Develop and 
successfully 
implement 9 
programmes 

Develop and 
successfully 
implement 10 
programmes 

Number of 
community 
art centres 
considered to be 
functioning at an 
acceptable level

Not applicable

9 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

7 community 
art centres 
considered 
to be 
functioning at 
an acceptable 
level

Number of 
flagship projects 
supported

Not applicable 

Deliver 15 
flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
project plan

Deliver 3 
flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
the project 
plan

Deliver 3 
flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
the project 
plan

Identify 
and support 
3 flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
the project 
plan 

Identify 
and support 
3 flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
the project 
plan 

Identify 
and support 
3 flagship 
projects on 
time and on 
budget as per 
the project 
plan 

Number of 
partnerships 
established

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

Establish 1 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 1 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 1 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure

Establish 1 
partnership 
with a relevant 
structure
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Quarterly targets 

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET 

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUN) Q2 (30 SEP) Q3 (31 DEC) Q4 (31 MAR)

Percentage of 
funding allocated 
to bursaries 
approved

Quarterly

20% of funding 
allocated to 
bursaries 
approved

5% of funding 
allocated to 
international 
bursaries

Call for national 
bursary 
applications

15% of funding 
allocated to 
national bursaries 
for block and post 
graduate studies

Call for 
international 
bursary 
applications

Fund training 
and development 
programmes 

Quarterly

7 training and 
development 
programmes 
funded

7 training and 
development 
programmes 
identified and 
selected

7 training and 
development   
programmes 
funded

Monitor training 
and development   
programmes

Evaluate training 
and development 
programmes

Support training 
for community arts 
centre managers 

Quarterly

7 community 
arts centre 
managers 
trained

7 community art 
centre identified 
and selected to 
receive training

Fund training of 
7 community art 
centre managers

Monitor training 
of 7 community 
arts centre 
managers

Evaluate training 
of 7 community 
art centre 
managers

Identify and 
support flagship 
projects

Quarterly

3 flagship 
projects 
identified and 
supported

Identify and 
allocate funding 
for 3 flagship 
projects

Implement 3 
flagship projects

Monitor progress 
of projects 

Compile 
evaluation 
reports

Establish 
a strategic 
partnership for the 
development of 
arts education 

Quarterly

Establish 
partnerships 
with relevant 
structures 

Identify relevant 
structures

Sign 
memorandum of 
understanding 
with relevant 
structures

Implement 
partnership 
programmes

Report on 
partnership 
programmes

STRATEGIC GOAL 4 MARKET ACCESS AND CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT

Goal statement Increase access to markets and enable creative engagement for South African art and artists.

Link to DAC  
strategic goals

Strategic goal 1: Job creation
Strategic goal 2: Human capital development
Strategic goal 5: Development, protection, preservation and promotion of arts, culture and heritage 

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 14, Action 114

NAC projects/
activities

Cultural engagements, flagship projects and partnerships 

Commentary
This goal aims to assist artists to find markets for their work through focused projects, as well as 
international, continental and regional cultural engagement and exchanges (e.g. “seasons”).
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MARKET ACCESS AND CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT

Annual targets

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Establish 
partnerships 
with government 
structures and 
other recognised 
structures

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Partnerships 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures

Partnerships 
established 
with 1 
government 
structure and 2 
other relevant 
structures 

Partnerships 
established 
with 1 
government 
structure and 2 
other relevant 
structures 

Partnerships 
established 
with 1 
government 
structures 
and 2 other 
relevant 
structures 

Partnership 
established 
with a relevant 
structures which 
promotes nation 
building and 
social cohesion

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Partnership 
established 
with a relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 

Partnership 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 

Partnership 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 

Annual performance indicators

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Number of 
partnerships 
established with 
government and 
other relevant 
structures

Not applicable Not applicable

Partnerships 
established 
with 4 relevant 
structures

Partnerships 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures

Partnerships 
established 
with 1 
government 
structure and 2 
other relevant 
structures 

Partnerships 
established 
with 1 
government 
structure and 2 
other relevant 
structures 

Partnerships 
established 
with 2 
government 
structures 
and 3 other 
relevant 
structures 

Partnership 
established 
with a relevant 
structures which 
promotes nation 
building and 
social cohesion 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Partnership 
established 
with a relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 

Partnership 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 

Partnership 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures 
which 
promotes 
nation building 
and social 
cohesion 
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Quarterly targets

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET 

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUN) Q2 (30 SEP) Q3 (31 DEC) Q4 (31 MAR)

Number of 
partnerships 
established with 
government and 
other relevant 
structures 

Quarterly

Partnerships 
established 
with 2 relevant 
structures 

2 relevant 
structures 
identified

Memorandum of 
understanding/
service-level 
agreement with 
1 identified 
structure 
signed, and 
second structure 
identified

Memorandum of 
understanding/
service-level 
agreement with 
second identified 
structure signed 
and implemented

Report on 
partnerships 
established 

Partnership 
established with a 
relevant structures 
which promotes 
nation building and 
social cohesion 

Quarterly

Partnership 
established 
with 1 relevant 
structure

1 relevant 
structure 
identified

Memorandum of 
understanding/
service-level 
agreement with 
1 identified 
structure 
signed, and 
second structure 
identified

Implementation 
of the programme 

Reporting on 
partnership 
established.

STRATEGIC GOAL 5 INCREASED ACCESS TO THE ARTS THROUGH ADVOCACY

Goal statement Increase awareness of the arts through advocacy.

Link to DAC  
strategic goals

Strategic goal 1: Job creation
Strategic goal 5: Development, protection, preservation and promotion of arts, culture and heritage

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 15, Action 112

NAC projects/
activities

The Paleontological Scientific Trust (PAST)
Lefika La Phodiso

Commentary
This goal focuses on ways to increase the demand for the arts through audience development and targeted 
campaigns to showcase what the arts are able to offer society.
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INCREASED ACCESS TO THE ARTS

Annual targets

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Position and 
strengthen 
the NAC brand 
and increase 
stakeholder 
awareness

Not applicable
Stakeholder 
survey 
conducted 

Brand 
communication 
strategy 
developed 

Update and 
implement 
updated brand 
communication 
strategy 

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy 

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy 

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy

 
 
Annual performance indicator

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Update and 
implement brand 
communication 
strategy

Not applicable
Stakeholder 
survey 
conducted

Brand 
communication 
strategy 
developed

Update and 
implement 
updated brand 
communication 
strategy

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy

Review and 
update brand 
communication 
strategy

 
 
Quarterly targets 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET  

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUNE) Q2 (30 SEPTEMBER) Q3 (31 DECEMBER) Q4 (31 MARCH)

Position and 
strengthen 
the NAC brand 
and increase 
stakeholder 
awareness 

Quarterly

Update and 
implement 
updated brand 
communication 
strategy 

Conduct 
stakeholder 
perception survey 

Update brand 
communication 
strategy based on 
survey findings 

Implement 
updated strategy 

Implement 
updated strategy 
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T E C H N I C A L  D E S C R I P T I O N S

ICT (INFORMATION COMMUNIC ATION  

TECHNOLOGY ) PL AN:

Annual ICT plan of projects to be implemented by  
the IT Department.

INFORMATION COMMUNIC ATION TECHNOLOGY 

STEERING COMMIT TEE: 

Governing structure established for IT governance.

COUNCIL: 

NAC Board  

SUB COMMIT TEES OF COUNCIL:  

The Executive Council, The Audit and Risk Commit-
tee, the Human Resources Council and the Provincial 
Committee

ADVISORY PANELS: 

A sub-committee of the Board, which advises Council on 
matters relating to funding.
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Programme and  
subprogramme plans

B
P A R T
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Programme: Administration

STRATEGIC GOAL 6 ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Goal statement
Enhance the NAC’s capacity to support the arts by strengthening its governance, organisational design, people 
and processes.

Link to DAC  
strategic goals

Strategic goal 6: Governance and accountability

Link to National 
Development Plan

Chapter 15, Action 115
Chapter 14, Action 103
Chapter 14, Action 104
Chapter 14, Action 105
Chapter 14, Action 106
Chapter 14, Action 109

NAC projects/
activities

NAC strategic plan 
Organisational design 
Good governance framework and practice 

Commentary
This goal seeks to build the internal capabilities and capacity that the NAC will require for future success. It 
incorporates the current organisational development initiative, governance and risk management-strengthening 
initiatives, HR support, communications, ICT and research.
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ADMINISTRATION: STRATEGIC GOAL 6 – ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Strategic objectives annual targets 

STRATEGIC  
MEASURABLE  
OBJECTIVES

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Implement HR 
strategy

Not applicable Not applicable
Develop HR 
strategy 

Implement 
HR strategy 
and annual HR 
plan 

Review HR 
strategy and 
annual HR 
plan

Review HR 
strategy and 
annual HR plan

Review HR 
strategy and 
annual HR 
plan

Implement 
performance 
management 
system 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

Approval of 
performance 
management 
system 

Implement 
performance 
management 
system 

Monitoring of 
performance 
management 
system 

Implement ICT 
governance 
framework 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

Implement 
ICT strategy 
and annual ICT 
plan 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT 
plan 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT plan 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT 
plan 

Implement 
effective 
financial 
management 

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Qualified audit 
outcome 

Unqualified 
audit outcome 

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Improvement 
of business 
processes 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 
Approval of 
new business 
processes 

Implementation 
of new business 
processes 

Continuous 
improvement 
of business 
processes 

Evaluation 
of council 
subcommittees 
and advisory 
panels 

Not applicable   Not applicable  

Performance 
evaluation of 
council  and 
its sub-
committees 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub- 
committees 
and advisory 
panels 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub- 
committees 
and advisory 
panels 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub- 
committees and 
advisory panels 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub- 
committees 
and advisory 
panels 
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Annual performance indicators

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

AUDITED/ACTUAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATED  
PERFORMANCE  

2016/17

MEDIUM-TERM TARGETS

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Implement HR 
strategy

Not applicable Not applicable
Develop HR 
strategy

Implement 
HR strategy 
and annual HR 
plan 

Review HR 
strategy and 
annual HR plan

Review HR 
strategy and 
develop annual 
HR plan

Review HR 
Strategy and 
develop annual 
HR plan

Approval of an 
implementation 
plan for a 
performance 
management 
system  

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 

Approved 
performance 
management 
system 
implementation 
plan 

100% of 
performance 
management 
system 
implemented 

Continuous 
improvement 
of the 
performance 
management 
system 

Implement ICT 
governance 
framework 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable  
Implement ICT 
strategy 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT plan 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT plan 

Review ICT 
strategy and 
annual ICT 
plan 

Implement 
effective 
financial 
management 

Unqualified 
audit outcome 

Qualified 
audit 
outcome 

Unqualified 
audit outcome 

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Unqualified 
audit outcome

Improvement 
of business 
processes 

Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 
Approved 
business 
processes 

100% of new 
business 
processes 
implemented 

Updated 
business 
processes 

Evaluation 
of council 
subcommittees 
and advisory 
panels 

Not applicable Not applicable

Performance 
evaluation 
of council 
and its sub-
committees 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub-
committees 
and advisory 
panels

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub-
committees and 
advisory panels 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub-
committees and 
advisory panels 

Performance 
evaluation of 
council sub-
committees 
and advisory 
panels
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Quarterly targets for 2016/17 

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

REPORTING PERIOD
ANNUAL TARGET 

2017/18

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 (30 JUN) Q2 (30 SEP) Q3 (31 DEC) Q4 (31 MAR)

Implement HR 
strategy

Quarterly
Implement HR 
strategy and 
annual HR plan 

Implement 10% 
of year one of the 
HR strategy and 
annual HR plan 

Implement 30% 
of year one of the 
HR strategy and 
annual HR plan

Implement 30% 
of year one of the 
HR strategy 

Implement 30% 
of year one of the 
HR strategy 

Approval of an 
implementation 
plan for a  
performance 
management 
system 

Quarterly 

Approved 
performance 
management 
system 

1st draft of the 
implementation 
plan for a 
performance 
management 
system  

2nd  draft of the 
implementation 
plan for a 
performance 
management 
system  

3rd draft of the 
implementation 
plan for a 
performance 
management 
system  

Approval of the 
implementation 
plan for a 
performance 
management 
system  

Implement ICT 
governance 
framework 

Quarterly
Implement ICT 
strategy 

Establish an 
ICT steering 
committee

Implement ICT 
policies

Implement 
a hardware-
maintenance  
plan

Review ICT 
systems

Implement 
effective financial 
management

Quarterly
Unqualified 
audit outcome 

No target set
Unqualified audit 
outcome 

No target set No target set

Improvement 
of new business 
processes 

Quarterly 
Improvement 
of new business 
processes 

1st draft of 
new business 
processes 
document 

2nd draft 
of business 
processes 
document

3rd draft 
of business 
processes 
document

Final draft 
approved 

Evaluation 
of council 
subcommittees and 
advisory panels

Quarterly

Performance 
evaluation of 
council and its 
subcommittees

No target set No target set
Develop 
evaluation tools

Utilise evaluation 
tools to 
evaluate council 
subcommittees 
and advisory 
panels
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C
P A R T

Links to  
other plans
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8. Links to the long-
term infrastructure and 
other capital plans
Not applicable

9. Conditional grants
Not applicable

10. Public entities 
Not applicable

11. Public-
private partnerships
Not applicable

12. Annexure 
A. Risk management plan
B. Anti-fraud and corruption prevention plan
C. Materiality and significant framework
D. Audit plan 2016/17
E. Board charter

12.1 ANNEXURE A: RISK MAN

AGEMENT PLAN

Key strategic risks

Once identified, each risk is assessed on how it might affect 
the achievement of the NAC’s objectives. Each risk is rated 
according to a robust framework that centres on a dual impact 
versus probability matrix, control percentage quantification, 
real risk scores, and mitigation plans. The resultant risk-re-
sponse strategy that arises from such an exercise articulates 
the necessary action plans to ensure these risks are addressed 
and minimised. 

Timeframes are also stated for each action plan. All levels 
of staff in the organisation are encouraged to identify risks 
in the organisation. The internal audit plans are also aligned 
with the identified risks, and the extent to which the inter-
nal control environment is effective is acknowledged. The 
risk-status register is monitored and updated quarterly, and 
progress is tabled at the audit and risk committee, EXCO and 
Council meetings. 

The strategic risks facing the NAC are detailed in the risk 
status register. These will have to be managed on an ongoing 
basis until they have been adequately addressed. The last risk 
assessment was conducted in October 2016. The reassessment 
of strategic risks based on the revised strategic plan will be 
performed in March 2017 in the presence of the audit and 
risk committee.

A detailed quantitative assessment of risks arising 
from the risk assessment process is reflected in the risk 
management plan.
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Likelihood ratings

RATING RANK DESCRIPTION

5 Almost certain
The risk is almost certain to occur more than once within the next 12 
months. (Probability = 100% a year)

4 Likely
More than an even chance of occurring. The risk is almost certain to occur 
once within the next 12 months. (Probability = 50% – 100% a year)

3 Moderate
Could occur quite often. The risk could occur at least once in the next 2 – 
10 years. (Probability = 10% – 50% a year)

2 Unlikely
Small likelihood but could happen. The risk could occur at least once in the 
next 10 – 100 years.

1 Rare
Not expected to happen; event would be a surprise. The risk will probably 
not occur, i.e. less than once in 100 years (Probability = 0% – 1% a year)

Risk rating

RISK INDEX RISK MAGNITUDE RISK ACCEPTABILITY PROPOSED ACTION

12.5 – 25 High risk Unacceptable
Immediate implementation of 
corrective action plans

6 – 12 Medium risk Acceptable with caution
Implementation of improvement 
opportunities and validation of controls

1 – 5 Low risk Acceptable Validation and optimisation of controls
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Control Effectiveness

RATING
EFFECTIVENESS 
FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

5 0.20 Effectively controlled

4 0.35 Most risks effectively controlled

3 0.50 Room for improvement

2 0.65 Multiple key deficiencies

1 0.80 Controls not effective

Impact Ratings

RATING RANK DESCRIPTION

5 Catastrophic
Loss of ability to sustain ongoing operations. A situation that would 
cause a standalone business to cease operation

4 Major
Significant impact on the achievement of strategic objectives and 
targets relating to the organisational plan

3 Moderate
Disruption of normal operations with a limited effect on the 
achievement of strategic objectives or targets relating to the 
organisational plan

2 Minor
No material impact on the achievement of the organisation’s 
strategy or objectives

1 Insignificant Negligible impact
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12.2 Annexure B:  
Anti-fraud and corruption prevention plan
The NAC has carefully outlined 10 guiding principles that 
form the tenets of its policy to prevent fraud and corruption. 

Principle 1: Zero tolerance

The NAC is committed to being an ethical and transparent 
organisation. Consequently, it is the policy of the NAC that 
any unethical behaviour – be it fraud, corruption, theft, 
maladministration, or any other dishonest activities that 
would call the integrity of the organisation into question – will 
not be tolerated.

Principle 2: Accountability

It is the responsibility of the NAC leadership and department 
heads to implement systems that will help to ensure that the 
control environment is adequate and effective to avert or 
detect incidents of fraud. All NAC staff members are to be held 
accountable for the prevention and detection of fraud, corrup-
tion, theft, maladministration, or any activities of a similar 
nature within their areas of responsibility.

Principle 3: Duty to implement effective 
anti-fraud controls

Suitable prevention and detection controls will be applied 
within the NAC. These include those controls and checking 
mechanisms as prescribed in existing policies, procedures, 
and other relevant prescripts according to the systems of inter-
nal control that govern the NAC’s activities. With regard to all 
reported incidents of fraud, business unit heads/managers are 
obligated to immediately review and, where possible, improve 
the efficacy of the controls that have been breached so that 
similar irregularities are prevented in future.

Principle 4: Duty to report, and reporting 
mechanisms

The NAC encourages staff members, stakeholders, and mem-
bers of the public who suspect fraudulent activity and wish to 
report it anonymously to call the dedicated DAC whistle-blow-
ing hotline on 0800 701 701. All calls to the hotline will be 
treated confidentially, and the identity of people lodging such 
reports will be protected.

Principle 5: Duty to protect 
whistle-blowers

The NAC acknowledges and abides by the Protected 
Disclosures Act, 2000 (Act No. 26 of 2000) and other 

similar legislation that seeks to protect whistle-blowers. 
Consequently, the NAC is bound to protect all people who 
report incidents of fraud from possible discrimination and 
reprisal in the workplace.

Principle 6: Reporting to police and other 
relevant authorities

The NAC will report fraud and/or related misconduct, where 
applicable, to the South African Police Service or other rele-
vant policing authorities. Appropriate legal recourse to recover 
losses or damages arising from fraud and corruption will be 
taken without undue delay. 

Principle 7: Mandate to investigate fraud

All incidences of fraud and corruption will be investigated and 
followed up by the application of all remedial actions available 
within the ambit of the law. The Chairperson of the NAC’s 
Audit and Risk Committee and/or the NAC’s Chairperson 
are mandated to ensure investigations are facilitated and 
managed appropriately. Internal staff, service providers, and 
stakeholders will be expected to cooperate fully during any 
investigation. Acts of non-cooperation will be addressed in 
line with the NAC’s disciplinary procedures.

Principle 8: Instituting disciplinary 
proceedings

The NAC will ensure disciplinary proceedings and other avail-
able remedies are exercised with minimal delay. Where an of-
ficial is alleged to have committed an act of fraud, corruption, 
theft, or maladministration, the respective line supervisor/
manager must initiate disciplinary proceedings immediately, 
in line with the disciplinary procedures of the NAC.

Principle 9: Training and awareness

Fraud awareness and specific anti-fraud and corruption 
training will be undertaken regularly to increase and uphold 
vigilance within the NAC.

Principle 10: Fraud risk assessment

The NAC will ensure the organisation and its business units 
assess fraud risk regularly. In addition, care should be taken 
to consider the relevant potential fraud risks that could 
arise during the design and implementation of new sys-
tems and processes.
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12.3 Annexure C: 
Materiality and 
significant framework

1. INTRODUCTION 

In terms of National Treasury regulations issued in terms 
of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 
1999), the accounting authority must develop and agree to a 
framework of acceptable levels of materiality and significance 
with the relevant executive authority in consultation with 
external auditors.

The specific sections of the Act that have relevance for the 
purposes of materiality are Section 50(1), Section 55(2) and 
Section 66(1) and, for significance, Section 54(2). 

2. DEFINITIONS

2.1 Materiality 

Information is material if its omission or misstatement could 
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis 
of the financial statement. Materiality depends on the size 
of the item or error judged in the particular circumstances 
of its omission or misstatement. This materiality provides 
a threshold or cut-off point rather than being a primary 
qualitative characteristic, which information must have if it is 
to be useful . 

2.2 Significant 

A significant materiality refers to an important aspect that 
merits attention. In the development of the framework, both 
quantitative and qualitative aspects were considered. 

3. FACTORS CONSIDERED IN 

DEVELOPING THE FRAMEWORK 

Materiality is a concept or convention within auditing and 
accounting relating to the importance of an amount, transac-
tion or discrepancy. Information is material if its omission or 
misstatement could influence the economic decision of users 
taken on the basis of financial statements. Legislation (compli-
ance with the law) is a factor to be considered when developing 
materiality for a public organisation, as this might affect the 
assessment of materiality. 

4. NATURE OF THE BUSINESS

The nature of the NAC’s activities is to provide opportunities 
for people to practice the arts. The NAC is financed by the 
DAC. There is an inherent risk that large amounts of funds 
are available at the NAC at any given time, which could be in 
excess of its operational requirements.

5. STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

The NAC is a public organisation that is accountable to many 
stakeholders, and more specifically to the public. A lower level 
of materiality is apt in light of the strict legislation within 
which the NAC operates.

6. CONTROL AND INHERENT RISKS

• The following factors were examined in determining the 
materiality percentage:

• annual risk assessment; 
• annual internal audit plan;
• fraud prevention plan; 
• appropriate approvals framework; 
• well-structured procurement policy that adheres to the 

relevant legislation;
• technical competence (qualifications), skills and expe-

rience of staff engaged in the decision-making process, 
including the governance structure;

• structure of the audit committee with reference to King’s 
Code of Corporate Governance; and

• internal audit to ensure an independent report on areas of 
non-compliance.

4. MATERIALITY LEVEL

The concept of materiality is applied when the audit is planned 
and conducted, as well as in evaluating the effect of identified 
misstatements in the financial statements and predetermined 
objectives and non-compliance with legislation.

Financial statements

A matter is material if its omission or misstatement would, in 
all probability, influence the decisions of users of the finan-
cial statements.

In planning the audit the auditor makes judgements about 
the size and nature of misstatements or non-compliance that 
will be considered material, individually or in aggregate, 
based on the information needs of the users. These judge-
ments form the basis for determining the nature, timing and 
extent of the assessment of risk and further audit procedures. 
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BASE AMOUNT
SELECTED FOR 
MATERIALITY

REASONING

Total expenditure Yes

The National Arts Council is a non-profit driven entity and is focused on 
disbursement of funds allocated by national government.  The entity is 
therefore focused on service delivery through expenditure.

It is therefore appropriate to use total expenditure as a basis to evaluate 
identified misstatements against for all financial statement items. 

Gross revenue No

NAC receives a grant from the Department of Arts and Culture which 
is used to fulfil the mandate of the entity; therefore it would not 
be appropriate to consider gross revenue as a base for determining 
materiality.

Net income/profit No
NAC is not profit driven, therefore it would not be appropriate to consider 
net income/profit as a base for determining materiality.

Total assets No
NAC is not capital intensive, therefore it would not be appropriate to 
consider total assets as a base for determining materiality.

The assessment of what is material is a matter of the auditor’s 
professional judgement. An initial overall quantitative mate-
riality is calculated on the expenditure. Other matters that 
affect the assessment of materiality:
• The auditor may calculate a different materiality for spe-

cific financial statement items based on the information 
needs of the users.

• Quantitative materiality is revised during the audit, for ex-
ample when quantitative materiality was originally calcu-
lated on the previous year’s figures or on budgeted figures 
and the actual financial information becomes available.

• The auditor also considers qualitative materiality, i.e. the 
nature and cause of uncorrected misstatements, as well as 
the particular circumstances of their occurrence. The cir-
cumstances relating to some misstatements or instances of 
non-compliance may cause the auditor to evaluate them as 
material even if they are below quantitative materiality, for 
example if the misstatement or non-compliance relates to 
items involving related parties, fraud or matters that are in 
the public interest. 

Management is required to inspect and correct the population 
wherever misstatements were identified, not only in respect 
of misstatements that are regarded as material. The cause of 
these misstatements should be identified and controls should 
be put in place to prevent similar misstatements in future.

There is also a threshold below which misstatements are 
regarded as trivial and will not be reported to management 
and those charged with governance. 

Audit of predetermined objectives  

Materiality is considered in the context of qualitative factors 
and, when applicable, quantitative factors.  In the case of the 

auditing of predetermined objectives, qualitative factors  
may be more important than, or at least as important as,  
quantitative factors in determining the materiality of  
identified misstatements. 

The consideration of materiality occurs at the level of each 
selected programme that has been scoped into the audit. The 
auditor is concerned with the “cut-off point” where it could 
reasonably be expected that the decisions of the primary users 
of the reported performance information that related to a se-
lected programme would have been influenced / affected had 
they known about the misstatement or been presented with 
the “correct” information. The auditor may use a quantitative 
threshold in this regard (taking cognisance of what is being 
measured and how it is being measured), but will also consider 
the nature, cause and circumstances of identified misstate-
ments and the possible consequences or impact of these as 
represented by relevant qualitative factors.

The qualitative considerations that may indicate 
whether the performance information will influence the 
decisions of users include the following:  
• Requirements of a law or regulation 
• Performance information that relates to the prima-

ry functions or purposes of the institution, i.e. its 
“reason for being”

• Performance information that could be of significant 
national or community interest or of interest to the public, 
including the media

• Performance information determined as part of a sec-
tor determination

• Programmes that relate to outputs of significant 
risk to the public.
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Compliance with legislation

A compliance deviation refers to an instance of non-com-
pliance with the criteria for a specific subject matter or to 
a limitation placed on the auditor in auditing compliance 
with the criteria. 

The assessment of what represents a material compli-
ance deviation includes considerations of quantitative and 
qualitative aspects of the transactions or legislative re-
quirement concerned.

A percentage compliance deviation rate is used for criteria 
that are applied in respect of high volumes of transactions or 
activities and where a margin of error is tolerated.

If a compliance deviation is not quantitatively materi-
al, a number of factors are taken into account in applying 
professional judgment to determine whether the non-com-
pliance is qualitatively material. Such factors may in-
clude the following:
• Impact of the non-compliance in terms of value on irregu-

lar or unauthorized expenditure incurred
• Circumstances of the non-compliance
• Nature of the non-compliance
• Cause leading to the non-compliance
• Possible effects and consequences of non-compliance
• Visibility and sensitivity of the programme in question
• Needs and expectations of the oversight, the public or 

other users of the auditor’s report

Qualitative factors considered

Materiality relates only to the size of the organisation and 
the elements of the financial statements. Misstatements that 
are large individually or in aggregate may affect a reasonable 
user’s judgment. Misstatements may also be material on qual-
itative grounds.

We have considered the following qualitative factors:
• unusual transactions entered into that are not of a 

repetitive nature and are disclosed as the knowledge 
thereof may affect the decision-making of the user of the 
financial statements;

• fraudulent or dishonest behaviour of an officer or staff 
of the NAC at senior management level. Any rand value 
needs to be disclosed;

• fraudulent or dishonest behaviour of all other employees 
or officers of the NAC if the sum total of those transac-
tions exceeds R100 000 in aggregate or individually;

• material infringement of legislation that 
governs the NAC;

• any transaction entered into that could result in reputa-
tional risk to the NAC;

• changes in key personnel and the departure of 
key executives;

• application of new or changes in accounting policy;
• proposed changes in the NAC landscape; and
• possible installation of significant new IT systems relat-

ed to financial reporting.

Annexure D: Audit plan 

3year Audit plan was submitted with the 2016/17 APP.

Annexure E: Council charter 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The National Arts Council acknowledges the need for a 
Council Charter as recommended in the Code of Governance 
Principles for South Africa - 2009 (“King III).

2. PURPOSE OF THE COUNCIL CHARTER

The purpose of this charter is to set out Council’s role and 
responsibilities as well as the requirements for its composi-
tion and meeting procedures.  This document should be read 
in conjunction with the Service Level Agreement and other 
policies and procedures of the NAC.

2.1 Legal basis
This Council Charter is subject to the provisions of the NAC 
Act [as amended] and the Public Finance Management Act, 
and any other applicable law or regulatory provisions, read 
together with the NAC Corporate Governance Framework and 
Code of Conduct for NAC members.
 

3. COMPOSITION

In terms of Section 4 of the NAC Act [as amended] the Council 
shall consist of nine provincial representatives, and no fewer 
than nine, and no more than 18 other persons.

3.1 Nominations
The Department of Arts and Culture manages the process of 
appointing members of Council. A call for nominations for 
Council members shall be made through public  advertise-
ments.  The other persons shall be appointed by the Minister 
from a short list of no more than 22 names.  Nominations for 
inclusion in the short list shall be obtained from the public in 
the prescribed manner.

An independent panel appointed by the Minister shall compile 
a short list from the nominations after interviewing each 
nominee in public.

Any member of the public may object in writing to the nomina-
tion of any person. 

3.2 Provincial Representatives
Every province shall be represented by a representative who 
shall within the province in question be elected by a public and 
transparent process which shall be determined and overseen 
by the responsible member of the executive council of the 
province designated by the MEC of Arts and Culture of that 
province to perform functions required in terms of the Act.
 
3.3 Continuity
For continuity purposes, at the end of the members’ term 
of office, three members who are not provincial representa-
tives, one of whom shall be an Executive Committee member 
(EXCO), shall be re-elected by the Council to serve for a 

further four years, after which they shall not be eligible for 
reappointment until a further four years have elapsed.

3.4 Ex Officio
The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Arts 
Development Manager are ex officio members of Council.  

3.5 Council will from time to time meet in Committee without 
Ex Officio members.

3.6 Council Induction
A formal induction programme must be conducted for new 
Council members.

3.7 Council Development
Continuing professional development programmes are imple-
mented which ensure Council members receive regular brief-
ings on changes in risks, laws and the environment.  Should 
a Council member wish to attend a development course in 
relation to NAC business, the Council member should apply to 
the Chairperson of Council.

4. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The roles and responsibilities of Council are to:
• Act as the focal point for, and a custodian of corporate 

governance by managing its relationship with manage-
ment and stakeholders along sound corporate govern-
ance principles. 

• Appreciate that strategy, risk, performance and sustaina-
bility are inseparable and to give effect to this by:

• Contributing to and approving the strategy;
• Satisfying itself that the strategy and business plans 

do not give rise to risks that have not been thoroughly 
assessed by management;

• Identifying key performance and risk areas;
• Ensuring that the strategy will result in sus-

tainable outcomes;
• Considering sustainability as a business opportunity that 

guides strategy formulation.
• Provide effective leadership on an ethical foundation.
• Ensure that the NAC is and is seen to be a responsible 

corporate citizen by having regard to not only the financial 
aspects of the business of the NAC but also the impact 
that business operations have on the environment and the 
society within which it operates.

• Ensure that Council’s ethics are managed effectively.
• Ensure that Council has an effective and independent 

audit committee.
• Be responsible for the governance of risk.
• Be responsible for information technology 

(IT) governance.
• Ensure that the NAC complies with applicable laws and 

considers adherence to non-binding rules and standards.
• Ensure that there is an effective risk-based internal audit.
• Appreciate that stakeholder perceptions affect the 

NAC’s reputation.
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• Ensure the integrity of the NAC’s integrated report.
• Act in the best interests of the NAC by ensuring that in-

dividual members:
•  adhere to legal standards of conduct;
• are permitted to take independent advice in connection 

with their duties following an agreed procedure;
•  disclose real or perceived conflicts to the Council and 

deal with them accordingly;
• Commence business rescue proceedings as soon as the 

NAC is financially distressed
• Appoint and evaluate the performance of the Chief 

Executive Officer.
• The Council should do everything necessary to fulfill its 

role as set out above.

5. DELEGATION

The Council delegates certain functions to well-structured 
committees but without abdicating its own responsibilities. 
Delegation is formal and involves the following:
• Formal resolution forming a committee recorded in 

approved minutes;
• Formal terms of reference are established and approved 

for each committee of the board;
• The committees’ terms of references are re-

viewed once a year;
• The committees are appropriately constituted with due 

regard to the skills required by each committee;
The Council establishes a framework for the delegation of 
authority to management.
 

6. MEETING PROCEDURES

6.1 Frequency
The Council must hold sufficient scheduled meetings to 
discharge all its duties as set out in this charter but subject to a 
minimum of four meetings per year.

Meetings in addition to those scheduled may be held 
at the instance of a Council member. The Chairperson of 
Council may meet with the Chief Executive Officer and 
the Chief Finance Officer and/or the Council Secretary 
prior to a Council meeting to discuss important issues and 
agree on the agenda.

6.2 Attendance
Members of senior management, assurance providers and 
professional advisors may be in attendance at meetings by 
invitation only and they may not vote.

Council members must attend all scheduled meetings of 
the board, including meetings called on an ad hoc-basis for 
special matters, unless prior apology, with reasons, has been 
submitted to the Chairperson or the Council Secretary. 

Should a member miss three consecutive meetings, 
Council will inform the Ministry and request that the member 
be removed from Council.

The Council Secretary is the secretary to the board. If 
the Chairperson of the Council is absent from a meeting, the 
Deputy-Chairperson will act as Chairperson. If the Deputy-
Chairperson of the Council is absent from a meeting, the 
meeting shall nominate the Chairperson from the members 
present at the meeting.

6.3 Agenda and minutes
Council must establish an annual work plan for each year to 
ensure that all relevant matters are covered by the agendas 
of the meetings planned for the year. The annual plan must 
ensure proper coverage of the matters laid out in this charter.  
The more critical matters will need to be attended to each 
year while other matters may be dealt with on a rotation basis 
over a three-year period. The number, timing and length of 
meetings, and the agendas are to be determined in accordance 
with the annual plan.

A detailed agenda, together with supporting documenta-
tion, must be circulated, at least one week prior to each meet-
ing to the members of the Council and other invitees.

Council members must be fully prepared for board meet-
ings to be able to provide appropriate and constructive input 
on matters for discussion.

The minutes must be completed and sent out within 10 
working days after the meeting and circulated to Council.   
The minutes must be formally approved by the Council at its 
next scheduled meeting.

6.4 Quorum
A quorum for a meeting of Council shall be the majority of its 
members, present at the meeting. Individuals in attendance at 
Council meetings by invitation may participate in discussions 
but do not form part of the quorum for Council meetings.

7. EVALUATION

The evaluation of the Council, its committees and indi-
vidual members, including the Chairperson, must be per-
formed every year.

In decision-making, the NAC will then determine its 
options in relation to the risk appetite, the cost vs benefit of 
potential risk responses, and the degree to which a response 
will reduce the impact and/or likelihood of an occurrence. 
The NAC will then select and execute responses based on the 
evaluation of the portfolio of risks and responses.

Once the risk tolerance and appetite framework is devel-
oped, it will be included in the materiality framework.
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